
God as infinte, eternal, immutable, all-powerful 
and the source of all that is created

separation of mind and matter

bridge to science Descartes
By virtue of the Cartesian 
separation of mind from matter, 
the aloofness of God now 
becomes emulated and mirrored 
in the aloofness of the human 
mind from the phenomenal world

predestination necessary

evicted saints Protestants
To be aloof from the actions 
of others and unaffected by 
them became a sign of one's 
moral strength

human need

divine perfection Mary and saints filled gap

unmoved mover as proof
of God's existence Aquinas

Christian theology

emanates from 
creation as overflow 
of the One

without being affected in return

sheds light analogy of the sun

the One toward which his 
soul and intellect yearned Plotinus

As being radiates out from the One, like light from a light bulb, its power 
naturallly lessens with distance and entities become progressively multiple, 
impure, less conscious, less real, and less valuable: how what is eternally perfect 
can produce something inferior to itself without in any way lessening itself.

sometimes
one

sometimes
plural

the Unmoved Mover
original cause

a God whose unidirectionality of influence is so thorough and 
uncompromised that he is subject to no external action. 
This God cannot respond to lesser beings or even have a 
thought outside the divine self

final cause: the thing's purpose, or the goal
the potter had in mind

efficient cause: acting externally upon it,
as potter to clay (the only one that moves, the 
only cause of change)

formal cause: the form a thing takes:
the shape of the pot

material cause: stuff of which
a thing is made: clay->pot

phenomena determined by

The four causes

classification analysis

matter itself is passive and inert

Everything that moves must be moved by something else

Change must be caused by some external agent

Therefore, change derives from stability and permanence

Things are, as we see them, changing

accorded realty to change

Permanence is primary

Aristotle

The effect pre-exists in the cause

Cause

Effect

Unidirectional causal reality

pale, imperfect copies of Ideal Formsphenomena

unaffected by changing phenomenaAbsolute and ultimate

from which the world of change 
is derivative

eternal and immutable Ideal Forms

RealityPlato

like a flame

everything in process
arising, passing, yielding novelty

dynamic

ever-changing river

reality Heraclitus

change is denied

eternal

fullness of Being

unchanging

permanence

reality

"If anything changes, something which was not comes to 
be; since not-being is nonexistent, change is impossible." 

"Nothing comes from nothing"

Parmenides of Elea

Never underestimate 
the power of an idea 
that is simple, vivid, 
and wrong. 

Early GreeksWestern causality: looking more closely
at the Philosophical foundations


